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Abstract
Objective: Only a limited percentage of persons with MS (pwMS) participate to multidisciplinary rehabilitation
(MDR) because of poor support, knowledge and motivation. We reasoned that pwMS should be more effectively
prepared to increase their adherence. We implemented an innovative collaborative approach, called “brief highimpact preparatory experience” (b-HIPE), inspired by an overarching model based on the interplay between
competence, motivation and opportunity to increase in a short time awareness and motivation of pwMS.
Methods: B-HIPE integrates physiotherapy, mindfulness, sailing, healthy diet, and cultural activities to be
experienced in a convivial form at a beautiful seaside location in Sardinia. Sixteen pwMS participated to 3
successive one-week editions of the b-HIPE, co-sponsored by the Rotary Club of Milan and supported by
researchers of our Institute and of partner associations. The feasibility was assessed with structured questionnaires
and free reports concerning accommodation, logistics, coordination, social climate and the specific activities
proposed. For this pilot study we used a single-group design with repeated measurements at baseline and postintervention. The SF-36 QoL scale was the main outcome measure, the Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS), the Berg
Balance scale (BBS) and the 9 hole peg test (9HPT) were the secondary outcomes.
Results: The approach was feasible. Scores on several FS-36 scales and secondary outcomes were significantly
improved. Participants’ satisfaction with all aspects of the experience was above expectations. PwMS became more
motivated and aware of physical and mental resources, all learned to sail adapted monohulls, strategies to master
stress and to modify their diet according to specific recommendations.
Conclusion: B-HIPE is safe and feasible. The interplay of multiple factors produced in a very short time the
expected changes in participants’ attitude toward a healthier lifestyle. A monitoring program is ongoing to assess
long-term effects including adherence to hospital-based MDR.

Keywords: Multiple sclerosis; Disability; Multidisciplinary
rehabilitation; Lifestyle; Diet, Mindfulness; Sailing; Leisure activities;
Motivation

Introduction
Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is a multifactorial central nervous system
disease with no definitive cure. Pharmacotherapy can delay the
appearance of significant disability mostly in its early phases, while
rehabilitation gains priority in the later progressive phases of the
disease. The latter can be declined into many types of intervention
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dealing with motor, balance, sensory (pain), cognitive, respiratory, and
sphincteric dysfunctions as well, which can be combined into a
multidisciplinary
rehabilitation
(MDR)
program.
Besides
rehabilitation, any physical activity (PA) is regarded as key to improve
well-being and preserve functioning in pwMS, independently of
disease severity [1] as PA can be reduced in up to 70% of persons with
MS (pwMS) in the early phases of the disease [2].
When the disease progresses, comorbidities also lead to a
progressive decline of health-related quality of life (HRQoL) [3]. As a
consequence MDR becomes more articulated, less sustainable and
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available [4] and eventually less effective [5]. Another problem limiting
the impact of MDR for chronic MS is poor adherence [6,7], which has
multiple determinants. The lack of supportive resources at home and in
the community and negative feedbacks may decrease participation or
cause drops-outs. Personal issues such as discouragement, depression,
poor understanding of the rationale and of potential benefits also play
a major role for many pwMS [6], who may become victims of the socalled disengagement cycle [8]. A passive attitude is intrinsic to the role
of clients of sanitary systems that are more and more strictly organized,
sectorial, constrained by economic issues [9,10], less flexible, and less
attentive to prevention and to individual global health targets.
More recently, it has become clear that MDR can achieve better
results if pwMS are allowed a more active role [11,12] and if more
global lifestyle changes are addressed to. The latter include
modification of maladaptive habits (eg. smoking, alcohol, poor diet,
obesity, social withdrawal) and the promotion of psychologically
positive attitudes [13-15].
Regarding food and diet, the pathogenesis of MS has been recently
linked to an alteration of the resident gut microbial commensal flora
(microbiota) and to the interplay between the latter and the immune
system [16]. Dietary components such as fibers and vitamin D acting
on microbiota composition could modulate immune responses and
thus be used to obtain beneficial outcomes for pwMS [17-19].
Basic psychological needs determining the participation to PA have
been analysed in healthy individuals [20]. Intrinsic motivation,
relatedness and competence, are all predictors of PA engagement.
According to the Hierarchical Model of Motivation [21] social factors
such as a task-involving climate are positively associated with basic
psychological needs. Furthermore, intrinsic motivation relates to
outcomes of PA that can be cognitive, affective, and behavioural [22].
Though this framework may apply to disabled people as well, the role
of additional psychological factors must be considered. The
psychological response to the highly stressful nature of MS is very
important for the person’s quality of life. In particular, the individual’s
beliefs regarding the uncertainty of the disease and the perceived

intrusiveness on daily activities are important factors in depression,
anxiety, and adjustment to the illness [23]. Therefore, the investigation
of resilience factors for the promotion of well-being of people with MS
is a relevant task. A construct that has received increasing attention for
stress reduction in the area of chronic illness is Mindfulness [24]. This
technique aims at mind-openness, or being aware that multiple
perspectives are always possible. Therefore, a mindful attitude rejects
the narrowing view of “bad” and “good”, as well as any other categories,
including diagnostic labels. Initial findings in the literature and of
clinical experience indicate a high potential for Mindfulness-based
interventions (MBI) for the reduction of psychological suffering in
pwMS [25-27].
The new intervention. Against this background, we developed a new
model of intervention based upon the idea of a “brief High-Impact
Preparatory Experience” (b-HIPE). Considering adherence to longterm MDR as one of the most challenging factors it was felt that a
traditional hospital-based intervention would lack the necessary appeal
and efficacy due to the present limits of the internal organization of
national health services [28]. Accordingly, the choice of the location
was given special relevance to encourage pwMS dismiss the role of
“patients” and achieve that of active participants. In the framework of
an over-arching behavioral model such as the COM-B [29] the priority
was given to an intervention strengthening motivation and appraisal.
The opportunity came thanks to the collaboration with the
Associazione “Acque Libere” based on the isle of La Maddalena and
with the “Ente Parco Nazionale Arcipelago de La Maddalena” allowing
us to address external motivation, stress reduction, team building, PA
and competence enhancement. The collaboration with the
Associazione “Cibo è Salute” based in Milan provided basic scientific
knowledge on the effects of food on MS and the principles of healthy
food selection, preparation and consumption. Finally, an expert
psychologist introduced pwMS the principles and practice of
mindfulness meditation. The above activities were complemented with
on-site, group and individual physiotherapy and various social
activities. Figure 1 shows how individual b-HIPE components map
into the framework of the COM-B model.

Figure 1: Shows how individual b-HIPE components map into the framework of the COM-B model.
Once outlined, the program was submitted for main sponsorship.
Funding and due authorizations were obtained in spring 2016. It was
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agreed that the program would have been classified as a pilot MDR
with innovative characteristics-highly educational, of short duration
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but intense and appealing-aiming at increasing future participation to
conventional MDR programs, daily PA, and to promote a healthy diet.
The project would be implemented in two distinct phases with partially
different aims and design. Part 1 (b-HIPEp1) would serve mainly to
assess the feasibility of the approach and as an internal pilot, whereas
Part 2 (b-HIPEp2) would serve to complete and validate preliminary
results and follow up. Both phases would consist of at least three
separate one-week editions with 5 to 6 pwMS at a time. The first
edition of b-HIPEp1 tested the overall feasibility through qualitative
responses of both pwMS and staff members. The second edition served
to consolidate the schedule of the intervention, to introduce
physiological monitoring and neuropsychological tests, and to correct
a few issues that emerged in the first edition. The third edition served
as a final check and to complete data collection for the analysis of
outcomes. The three editions were separated each other by a 6 months
period.
In the present paper we describe the b-HIPE implementation steps,
MDR components and main results of b-HIPEp1 feasibility and pilot
studies. In future studies we will report on more comprehensive
analyses of pwMS reported outcomes (PRO) and of objective measures
collected in both phases, as well as the results of a 12-months followup.

Subjects and Methods
The b-HIPE is devoted to pwMS aged 20 to 65 years, with an EDSS
ranging from 4 to 7. Included are pwMS with a BMI<36, who are on a
western diet, on stabilized medical therapy and clinical conditions,
with a motor control of upper limbs sufficient to maneuver a tiller.
Heavy smoking, alcohol and drugs abuse, severe cognitive impairment,
dysphagia and/or comorbidities requiring protected environments and
specific medical assistance prevent inclusion.
b-HIPEp1

The
is a mixed educational-MDR with a "treatment”
phase carried out in leisure environments, pre- and post-treatment
phases in a hospital outpatients setting. The design of b-HIPEp1
conforms to a one-arm feasibility and pilot study with both patient
reported outcomes (PRO) and objective measures. The protocol of bHIPEp1 was approved by the local Scientific and Ethical Committee
and informed consent was obtained from all participants. The schedule
of enrolment, interventions and assessments of b-HIPEp1 is shown in
Table 1.
Study Period
Enrolme
nt

Allocatio
n

Post-allocation

t-5m

t-4

t-1

-4 weeks

-1we
ek

TIMEPOINT

t1m

t6m

t12
m

+1wee
k

+1mo
.

+6mo
.

+12
mo.

t0
-5
months

Eligibility

t+1

Clinical
assessment

X

X

X

Outcome
measures

X

Other
measures

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Table 1: Schedule of enrolment, interventions, and assessments of bHIPEp1.
Run-in: Three enrolments starting 5 months in advance of each bHIPEp1 edition were carried out. Participation was offered to
consecutive subjects referred to the MS Rehabilitation Unit of the
S.Maria Nascente Scientific Institute of Milan meeting the above
criteria, accepting to be the first to live a challenging experience in
limited privacy living spaces, and willing to consider a change in their
lifestyle. The aims, activities and implementation steps of the program
were fully explained to candidate participants both during individual
ambulatory visits by a neurologist (LM) and a physiatrist (CG) and
again during a plenary briefing meeting. Relatives and caregivers were
encouraged to attend and to grant their collaboration to support every
participant’s efforts and motivation at home. They were explained that
their temporary exclusion from the “treatment” phase was for both
logistic - accommodation and insurance issues - and psychological
reasons, as we wanted pwMS to bring back our message and become
actors of a lifestyle change in their own family environments. Each
enrolment phase continued until at least 5 pwMS were eligible. A
maximum of 6 pwMS for each edition were enrolled due to
accommodation limits in the destination facility.

Main study
The “treatment” phase took place in the village of Stagnali (isle of
Caprera) in northern Sardinia. Aside from its beauty and favorable
climate, this location was chosen because its buildings-once a national
navy facility-are suited to accommodate persons with moderate
disability along with able individuals, so to foster group relationships
and team-building that is hardly ever achieved in a hospital setting.
The former navy buildings are close to the harbor of La Maddalena
village where sailing classes and practice sessions took place. On any of
the b-HIPEp1 editions a multidisciplinary staff shared the lodges and
worked, eat, relaxed and slept with pwMS 24 h a day. The sanitary staff
included one senior neurologist, one physical rehabilitation specialist,
one nutrition specialist, one neurophysiology technician, two
physiotherapists, and one nurse. The physiotherapists and nurse were
changed on each edition. Two senior members of the sponsoring party,
two professional sailing instructors, one chef, and four young
volunteers recruited from local dual-training institutes completed the
staff.

Daily activities and time schedule

X

Informed
consent

X

Allocation

X

Treatment
Follow up
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The b-HIPEp1 schedule at Stagnali covered most the wake time
across 5 consecutive weekdays, as the remaining two were spent on
trips to and from the final destination. Five main activities were
integrated in a typical b-HIPEp1 “treatment” day (see a representative
daily schedule in Supplementary Information Table 1).
a) Neuromotor rehabilitation in individual and group sessions was
integrated with strategies to improve adaptation to the new
environment, such as to control balance on a rolling boat or standing
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upwind in order to prevent falls without reducing mobility, and to
reduce fatigue as well. The referring physician was responsible to adapt
the above options to each participant’s specific needs and functional
limitations.
b) Diet: Since the day of departure from Milan all participants and
staff members followed a controlled dietary regimen planned by our
specialist and described in a previous paper [30]. Three main meals
and a mid-afternoon snack based on balanced mix of legumes, fresh
and cooked seasonal vegetables and cereals were served daily prepared
only with raw ingredients of guaranteed biological origin and cooked
on site. Animal proteins were limited to fresh fish, poultry or eggs; all
dairy products, alcohol, soft drinks, refined flour and sugars were
avoided (see Table 2 in Supplementary Information). The participants
were encouraged to attend the nutritionist teaching the basics of
healthy cooking.
The sailing course was regarded as the main attraction of the
c)
whole b-HIPE program. None of the participants to b-HIPEp1 have
had previous experiences on a sailing boat and were fascinated by the
opportunity to sail a real one. The Associazione “Acque Libere” has a
longstanding experience in teaching sailing skills to disabled persons
and its Base Nautica of La Maddalena is equipped with single- and
double-seated monohulls (model Martin-16) designed to
accommodate disabled sailors. The boats have top-rated safety
features, do not capsize and are unsinkable. Every day participants
attended a brief lesson to learn the basics of sailing before being eased
on board for the real practice session. The latter was carried out in the
still waters of the harbour under close control of the instructors and
local volunteers on board of motorboats. The target was to make every
participant able to sail on his/her own in optimal weather conditions.
d)
Mindfulness: mindfulness group sessions took place in late
afternoon hours on a quiet beach; participation was extended to all

staff members. Participants were first taught a respiratory technique to
progressively relax, then were trained to visualize positive images and
to feel the evoked bodily sensations. Finally, they were taught how to
build positive memories to be kept at hand should psychological
difficulties emerge in the future.
e)
Social climate: special attention was paid to promote open
relations and to enhance active participation among all individuals at
Stagnali village. This was achieved by sharing all the living spaces
including dormitories and bathrooms – which remained separated
only by gender -, by abandoning professional clichés and hierarchies,
by preventing lone times, by replacing TV with group discussions and
organizing cultural tours such as visits to museums, historical places,
conferences on marine biology, and natural sightseeing. A link to a
video clip with English subtitles featuring the environments and the
main activities of b-HIPE is provided in Supplementary Information.

Expected results
We expected b-HIPEp1 to provide important information for a
future controlled study. The overall feasibility of b-HIPE was assessed
following published guidelines [31] by evaluating results of research
team meetings and feedbacks of pwMS and staff members. Staff
members were requested to record unwanted events derived by the use
of the facilities, participants’ adaptation and complaints, side-effects of
the dietary modifications, relational and communication problems,
participants’ and staff’s suggestions to overcome contingencies, etc.
The pilot study served mainly to assess whether the main processes–
from screening to follow-up-run smoothly, to derive quantitative
parameters for tuning of b-HIPEp2 design, and the sensitivity of the
outcome measures and of other potentially useful measurements. The
main objectives of feasibility and pilot studies are listed in Table 2.

Feasibility study

Pilot study

Implementation of preparatory and executive phases

SD of outcome measure to estimate sample size

Logistics, accommodation, services, supplies, and complementary activities

Size of population to be screened

Management and coordination of providers

Withdrawal and drop-out rates

Schedule and integration of the 5 main interventions of the “treatment”

Short-term follow-up rates

Adaptation issues of participants and staff members

Sensitivity of outcome and other measures; handling of missing data

Safety: unwanted effects and adverse events

Evaluation of ad-hoc devised questionnaires

Table 2: Main objectives of the feasibility and pilot studies.

Patient Reported Outcomes (PRO)
1.
Free reports and self-rated questionnaires. Individual narrative
reports were produced by participants at the end of every b-HIPEp1
edition. Anonymous feedbacks on the most important aspects of the
experience were obtained on a 9-items visual analogue scale (VAS)
satisfaction questionnaire which was later converted into a 0 to 10
interval scale. Another 11 items nominal questionnaire requiring either
a binary response (yes/no; 6 items), an open-ended response (4 items)
or the choice of 3 most appropriate sentences among a list of 14
summarizing the “core message” to be brought back home was also
used (see a translated version in Supplementary Information).
2.

Standardized instruments

Int J Phys Med Rehabil, an open access journal
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a)
The FS-36 was chosen as the primary outcome as it is a widely
used generic HRQoL questionnaire, known for its comprehensiveness,
validity and reliability, and because it has been included in the Multiple
Sclerosis Quality of Life Inventory [32]. Indeed, a multidimensional
rating instrument is suited to assess complex interventions such as bHIPE. The SF-36 consists of eight scaled scores, which are the weighted
sums of the questions in their section. The scales measure different
aspects of health and are termed: physical functioning (PF), bodily
pain (BP), role limitations due to physical health problems (RP), role
limitations due to emotional problems (RE), general mental health
(MH), social functioning (SF), energy/fatigue or vitality (VY) and
general health perceptions (GH). We used the acute version of SF-36
by asking participants to refer to the past 2 weeks. To compare scales
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with different number of items raw scores are transformed into a 0-100
point scale so that the higher the score the less disability. We expected
b-HIPE to significantly increase pwMS scores on at least 2 of SF-36
scales. For this study, scale totals have been also converted into z-scores
using the published Italian norm [33] to obtain an overall SF-36 profile
better reflecting our specific cultural perception of health-related
issues.
The Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS), the Berg Balance Scale (BBS) and
the 9 Holes Peg test (9HPT) were the secondary outcome measures.
b) The FSS is a PRO designed to differentiate fatigue from clinical
depression and its 9-items relate to how fatigue interferes with certain
activities. The items are scored on a 7 point scale, the higher the score
the greater fatigue severity. A score of 4 is considered as an appropriate
cutoff to identify clinically meaningful fatigue [34] and an individual
variation of 1,9 points is required to detect a clinically important
change (minimal detectable change or MDC) [35].
c) The BBS is the most widely used instrument to assess balance in
clinical and research settings. The Italian version has been validated
[36] and has been shown to have a high responsiveness to change. The
MDC for outpatients with MS has been recently established as an
improvement of 2 points [37].
d)
The 9HPT [38] measures fingers dexterity and is part of the
Multiple Sclerosis Functional Composite. Right and left hands are
tested separately but only data from the dominant hand have been
analyzed here. The suggested MDC for pwMS is a 20% change in the
time to complete the test [39].
Data of both primary and secondary outcome measures were
collected on the weeks immediately before (t-1) the departure and after
coming back (t+1) from the b-HIPEp1.
Several other standardized PROs to assess fatigue, anxiety and
depression, sleep quality, and MS-specific HRQoL, disability and
symptoms were collected before and after the b-HIPEp1 week by all
participants to the 2nd and 3rd editions; results will be reported in a
successive paper along with those of b-HIPEp2.

Int J Phys Med Rehabil, an open access journal
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Instrumental measures
Long term actigraphic monitoring and heart rate, the 6 mins
walking test (6MWT), the Stroop word-color interference test
(SCWT), and the Mental rotation test (MRT) were administered to all
participants to the 2nd and 3rd editions, before (t-1) the departure and
within one week from coming back (t+1).
Follow-up: Participants’ adherence to suggested diet, physical
activity and other life-style modifications (e.g. refrain from alcohol,
smoking, practice of stress-reducing meditation) was monitored on a
monthly basis by means of internet exchanges and phone calls every
month and during scheduled control visits at 6 and 12 months
distance.
Statistical analyses: Participants’ ratings on the SF-36 scale were the
primary outcome variable. Because of the small sample size and
ordinal nature of the data non-parametric statistics for paired
observations (Wilcoxon test) with two-tail exact determination of
probability and their respective effect size parameter Cohen’s r [40]
were used to compare t+1 to t-1 ratings of the eight SF-36 scales. The
interpretation of the effect sizes is generally based on the following
intervals [41], where r ≤ 0.1 is considered a small effect, 0.3<r ≤ 0.5 a
moderate effect, and r>0.5 a large effect; Wilcoxon Z values were also
reported for comparison. In the case of FS-36 subscales the Bonferroni
method was used to correct for multiple comparisons. Scores on the
FSS, the BBS and on the 9HPT for the dominant hand were chosen as
secondary outcomes and were tested for t+1 vs.t-1 differences by
means of exploratory non parametric statistics for repeated measures
without correction for multiple comparisons. Spearman’s rho was used
to assess whether changes in outcome variables were correlated.

Results
The flow chart of b-HIPEp1 is shown in Figure 2. Of those deemed
eligible, one subject was excluded due to heavy smoking and alcohol
abuse not previously declared; two subjects withdraw because of
privacy problems and were replaced.
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Figure 2: Show the flow chart of b-HIPEp1.
No drop-outs occurred during the b-HIPEp1 weeks. A total of 16
patients, all followed by the MS Center of the Scientific Institute S.
Maria Nascente of Milan, participated to one of three weekly editions
of the b-HIPE p1 (Table 3).

Feasibility study
The feasibility of b-HIPEp1 was assessed on participant’s and staff
members’ feedbacks (questionnaires and free reports) dealing with
issues listed in Table 2. No significant issue concerning safety,
implementation or management emerged in any of the three editions;
only minor problems concerning facilities and logistics at Stagnali were
pointed out and appropriately dealt with (see Table 5 in Supplementary
Information)

1st edition (n=5)

2nd edition (n=6)

3rd edition (n=5)

Age

43.2 ± 7 .9

47 .8 ± 7 .8

46 .4 ± 6 .7

Gender

4M/1F

3M/3F

3M/2F

Education (yrs)

13 .6 ± 2 .5

11 .8 ± 3 .4

14 .0 ± 3 .5

Pilot study

Course of MS*

2 RR+, 2 SP, 1 2 RR+, 4 SP
PP

4RR+, 1SP

Duration (yrs)

22 .5 ± 10 .7

16 .4 ± 10 .5

19 .8 ± 5 .6

EDSS

6 .4 ± 0 .6

5 .9 ± 1 .4

5 .6 ± 2 .4

The main purpose of the pilot study was to estimate the mean and
standard deviation of the primary outcome measure, its sensitivity to
change and that of other putative secondary outcomes, drop-out rates
and short-term efficacy of b-HIPEP1 .

BMI

20 .8 ± 2 .6

21 .4 ± 2 .3

23 .1 ± 3 .8

DMDs**

0/5

3/6

1/5

Employment

1 employed

6 employed

3 employed

Ambulation

4
aided,
unaided

1 3
aided,
unaided,
impossible

Comorbidity

1 restless
syndrome

1 2
aided,
2 unaided,
impossible

Primary outcome

2
1

legs 1
previous 1
secondary
myocardial
hyperthyroidism
infarction

Table 3: Characteristics (means, standard deviations and counts) of the
participants to the three editions of b-HIPEp1 (*RR+=relapsingremitting with sequelae; SP=secondary progressive; PP= primary
progressive; **DMD’s=Disease Modifying Drugs).
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SF-36 HRQoL. Significant (p.≤0.0062 after Bonferroni correction) t
+1 vs.t-1 differences in the expected direction (t+1>t-1) were found on
4 out of 8 SF-36 scales: the RP (role physical), BP (bodily pain), VY
(vitality) and MH (mental health); the SF (social functioning) scale fell
short of significance and the PF (physical functioning), GH (general
health) and RE (role-emotional) scales did not reach significance
(Table 4). Scales with a large effect size in Cohen’s interpretation were
the MH, the BP, the VY and the RP scales, while r values of all the
remaining scales fell into the intermediate effect range. The mean
percent scale difference on t2 assessments was +19% and the peak of
improvement (+26%) was on the RP scale.
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Figure 3: Plot of SF-36 mean Z-scores before (t-1) and after (t+1) the experience at the nautical base in Sardinia.
After z-transformation using the Italian norms we found that at t-1
all SF-36 scales scored below the general population mean, whereas at t
+1 most were above it (Figure 3), but a somewhat different pattern
emerged, as the PF and the GH scales-though improved-remained
below the reference mean while the VY scale showed the highest mean
change of +1,2 standard deviations above the reference mean.

Secondary outcomes

improvement of 18%. At t-1 there were eleven pwMS scoring an
average of 4 points or higher (68.5%), whereas at t+1 only seven
remained above this cutoff, of whom two scored only slightly above. At
t-1 the FSS scores were significantly correlated with the SF-36 VY scale
(Spearman’s rho=-0.49, p.=0.05), but the percent improvement (t+1t-1) on the FSS was not correlated with that on the VY scale
(Spearman’s ρ=0.088, p.=0.75) nor with that of any of the remaining
SF-36 scales.

On the FSS, the t+1 vs.t-1 difference was significant at the p. ≤ 0.02
level with an intermediate effect size (r=0.44) and a median percent
Time-1

Time +1

n.

Mean ± sd

Mean ± sd

Physical functioning

16

32,50 ± 27,14

44,38 ± 30,49

2,525

0.01 (n.s.)

0.45

Role physical

16

56,25 ± 37,08

82,81 ± 28,46

2,818

0.004

0.50

Bodily pain

16

61,19 ± 25,44

83,00 ± 25,53

2,898

0.002

0.51

General health

16

45,69 ± 18,47

57,63 ± 23,95

2,266

0.021 (n.s.)

0.40

Vitality

16

50,63 ± 21,52

72,50 ± 19,06

2,877

0.002

0.51

Social functioning

16

70,31 ± 23,66

83,59 ± 19,21

2,645

0.008 (n.s.)

0.47

Role emotional

16

64,58 ± 47,87

87,50 ± 29,50

1,823

0.125 (n.s.)

0.32

Mental health

16

65,00 ± 20,94

85,25 ± 12,54

3,184

0.001

0.56

FSS

16

4,69 ± 1,39

3,60 ± 1,69

2,283

0.02*

0.44

BBS

16

32,06 ± 18,01

37,19 ± 17,38

2,910

0.002*

0.51

9HPT right hand (sec.)

16

43,20 ± 29,68

34,73 ± 16,83

3,464

0.001*

0.61

Primary Outcome SF-36 scales

Wilcoxon Z

Exact 2-tail probability

Effect size

(after Bonferroni correction: (Cohen’s r)
p ≤ 0.0062

Secondary outcomes

Other
Actigraphy**

Time-1

Time0

Time+1

Exact 2-tail probability

mean ± sd

mean ± st

mean ± sd

(Friedman Test χ2)

± 363

± 456

± 699

0.004*
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∑ of activity counts on a.m. hours

Table 4: Outcome variables (*uncorrected for multiple comparisons; **data of b-HIPEP1 editions 2 and 3).
The BBS and the 9HPT, showed significant differences on t+1 vs.t-1
comparisons with a large effect size. On the BBS 62.5 % of pwMS
scored at or above the MDC whereas on the 9HPG only 5 pwMS (31%)
scored at or above the MDC at the t+1 assessment. The percent
improvement in the time to complete the 9HPT was significantly
correlated with the improvement on the FSS (Spearman’s ρ=0.576,
p=0.02).
Though limited to 11 subjects, results of actigraphic recordings are
summarized here (Table 4) to show that on t0 overall mean activity
counts were increased during a.m. hours compared to t-1 and t+1.

Patient reported outcomes
a)
Satisfaction Questionnaire (VAS): An average score of 9.20 out
of 10 was obtained on the 9 items assessing the quality of the facilities,
the relationship with staff members, the food and the diverse activities
proposed. The lower average score (8.5) was given to the buildings and
the higher (9.7) was assigned to the social climate, followed by the
sailing and the relations with staff. High average scores were also
granted to the mindfulness sessions, the information concerning diet
and the cultural activities (see Supplementary Information Figure 1).
b) Satisfaction Questionnaire, nominal part: All 16 PwMS rated as
positive to extremely positive the experience and stated they would
recommend it to other pwMS. When asked if they would continue
their participation to the core activities that were proposed, 15 were
positive concerning physiotherapy, daily PA and healthy diet, 9 would
try to keep on with sailing and 10 with meditation. All participants but
one acknowledged that the experience has changed their perception of
lifestyle issues along with several important aspects of their physiology
such as sleep, bowel function, physical energy, and of their psychology
and behavior such as motivation, mood, attitude, and mental
efficiency. None reported having had any major difficulty adapting to
the b-HIPE schedule. Finally, the statements “I should change my
lifestyle (PA, food, psychological attitude)”, “I should increase my PA”
and “I should learn to think positive” were most often selected as
representative of the main messages received. Other frequently selected
statements were those concerning the importance of knowing more
about non-pharmacologic treatments of MS and to rely more on
experts’ advice.
c)
Free reports (nominal): Because free reports contained only
positive remarks and thoughts their content was preliminarily
classified under the following themes: 1) enjoyment, 2) physical
benefits, 3) motivation and other psychological benefits and reactions,
4) appraisal and knowledge, 5) resilience, 6) relationships and support
7) life projectuality (examples of participants’ quotes are reported in
Table 4 of Supplementary Information). The “motivation and other
psychological benefits” theme was most often present in pwMS reports
and described as if they had recovered positive feelings about life
thanks to the experience. A more in depth qualitative thematic analysis
of free reports and of satisfaction questionnaires will be the subject of a
following paper.
d) Behavioral and clinical changes: Several changes of behavior were
noticed by staff members or reported by pwMS. Of five previous
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smokers, two gave up smoking and did not relapse, whereas three
reported occasional relapses. Fourteen out of sixteen participants
passed the final solo-sailing test for basic skills in favourable weather
conditions. The remaining two participants could learn the theory of
sailing, but needed assistance on the boat because of visual
impairments interfering with their correct estimation of distances. Two
wheelchair-bound participants could resume an assisted ambulation
for at least 5 meters. None of the participants had significant problems
adapting to the new diet. Rather, immediate benefits were reported in
terms of general well-being, sleep and energy; those regularly using
antacid and laxatives could discontinue those treatments. At the end of
b-HIPEp1 both pwMS and staff members reported that most significant
clinical improvements concerned fatigue, spasticity, pain and clonus.
Active participation of pwMS to every recreational, cultural, and
rehabilitative activity has been complete, as no need for additional
motivational interventions was reported by staff members. On the
contrary, it was often necessary to cool down participants’ excessive
enthusiasm while on the sailing boats. Concerning the social aspects,
an unexpected “outcome” was the creation of an internet chat by the
participants and caregivers, where the interactions between all
participants and staff members established during b-HIPEp1 was given
a chance to continue.

Discussion
An innovative MDRP -called b-HIPE- dedicated to pwMS with
long-lasting illness and moderate-to-severe disability has been
developed jointly by the Scientific Institute S.Maria Nascente of Milan
and “Acque Libere”, a non-profit sports association based in Sardinia.
The aim was to provide educational opportunities and promote
motivation and behavioral changes to prevent/break the
disengagement cycle that often limits the adherence of pwMS to
standard hospital- or community-based rehabilitation [8]. We
reasoned that the chance of success of more traditional and prolonged
hospital-based programs would be greatly increased if accessed by
motivated pwMS, who are more conscious of their real physical limits
and psychological resources and have already initiated behavioral
adaptation following a preparatory experience. Thanks to volunteers
and partner associations this complex program was successfully
implemented in an environment where everyday lifestyle is far more
ecological and involving than in a hospital setting. The b-HIPE is
inspired by a general model of behavioural modification [29] where
competence, motivation and opportunity need to interact effectively. It
consists of five main areas of intervention: social climate, nutrition,
physiotherapy and diverse physical activities, skill learning, and mental
attitude. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time a MDR for
pwMS that includes high-impact activities such as sailing and
mindfulness is carried outside traditional settings. We thought this
choice would allow us to substantially reduce the duration of the
intervention without missing the expected outcomes, and at the same
time limit the influence of contextual factors (eg. hospital settings)
which may reduce the generation of positive results. We also thought
the temporary exclusion of care-givers could favor the role of pwMS as
promoters of behavioral changes in their home environments. Our
primary objective was to convey in the shortest time and the most
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effective way information dealing with lifestyle modifications pwMS
need to understand. In this perspective, the most relevant results of bHIPEp1 are those derived from participants’ reactions, behaviors and
feedbacks.
A total of 16 pwMS participated to the first three weekly editions,
supported by a sanitary staff of 6 professionals and several volunteers
who guaranteed the safety of participants 24 h a day.
The feasibility study showed that the program can be proposed for
an enlarged study with a few minor changes. The human and material
resources allocated were adequate; the adopted selection criteria were
not an obstacle to enrolment of a representative sample of pwMS
among those who need long-term MDR. No issues concerning the
acceptability and suitability of the procedures emerged, adherence and
collaboration was complete during the study, and no safety issues
emerged either. Finally, the intervention show promise of being
successful with the intended population since preliminary analyses
indicate that results are consistent with the overarching model of
behavior modification, and that changes are in the expected direction.
Turning to discuss each of the main areas of intervention, the
introduction of evening mindfulness group sessions aimed at teaching
the basics for a change in overall mental attitude and strategies to cope
with stressors. PwMS granted high scores to mindfulness on the
satisfaction questionnaire and a beneficial impact also emerged from
narrative reports. Since mindfulness has been shown to increase
pwMS’ scores on HRQoL and fatigue rating scales [42] its contribution
to changes in our primary and secondary outcome variables may
indeed have been significant.
The role of a healthy diet in MS cannot be neglected any more
[43,44]. In our experience, significant systemic and central antiinflammatory activity results from the changes in the composition of
resident gut microbiota brought about by the elimination of animal
proteins, saturated fats and refined carbohydrates from the meals of
pwMS [30]. However, changing consolidated dietary habits is
considered a very challenging task [45]. We succeeded in making
pwMS aware of the importance of changing their usual diet in a very
short time, because we could practically demonstrate they should not
sacrifice quantity or taste, but rather would gain on quality and overall
well-being. Immediate benefits in terms of ease of digestion, gut
physiology and reduction of gastro-esophageal reflux were reported by
several participants. By teaching them how healthy meals should be
prepared we also expected our participants to bring their relatives and
care-givers the message. This goal was achieved in all but two cases,
because relatives changed their mind and did not collaborate as
originally agreed upon.
Daily - mostly on morning hours - personalized and group
physiotherapy was provided by experienced therapists and
complemented with exercises to improve adaptation to specific
environmental conditions. Previous work showed that the frequency
with which pwMS seek active leisure is inversely related to mobility
impairments [46]. Restrictions in social participation are also most
prevalent as more than 70% of persons with chronic disabling MS do
not perform outdoor activities on a regular basis [47] though recent
reports suggest that outpatients exercise programs are effective in
improving functional measures [48]. Our results suggest that pwMS
have hidden resources that can be “mobilized” to let them carry on an
active life, no matter how serious their disability; the most impressive
example was a wheelchair bound pwMS who in a few days could
resume an aided ambulation albeit for a short distance. Having
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experienced that participation to activities of unusual intensity
increased their energy, participants have changed their attitude and
reported a greater motivation to engage in physiotherapy and more
generally in PA. Our main results further support this conclusion and
actigraphic recordings showed that scheduled activities during bHIPEp1 induced significant more PA compared to the reference
periods, particularly during a.m. hours; interestingly, it has been
reported that morning exercise is a viable strategy for promoting
habitual PA in inactive patients [49].
The sailing course has been a crucial component of the b-HIPE to
enhance competence, self-esteem, projectuality and ultimately
motivation in our participants. Led by capable instructors with specific
experience in teaching disabled persons it succeeded in making almost
all pwMS autonomous sailors in favorable weather conditions. Sailing
has only recently proposed as a viable strategy to help pwMS
strengthen resilience (see for example the “Oceans of Hope - Sailing
sclerosis” project website) [50], but the absence of scientific accounts
limits our understanding of how this activity is integrated with more
traditional rehabilitative interventions and which outcomes have been
planned and achieved. Likewise, we are not aware of any report of
pwMS with significant disability taught solo-sailing small boats. Team
sailing large boats with crews of both disabled and able persons
supporting each other - as it appears to be more usual- introduces
intuitive differences which may lead to somewhat different results. We
thought a more individualized approach could be more efficacious
considering the limited time available, and our preliminary results
seem to support this view. Both participants and staff members
reported that the sailing experience polarized much of the expectation,
interests, discussions and projectuality.
Results of participants’ feedbacks on the satisfaction questionnaire
and free reports have been unanimously positive, often enthusiastic,
again showing that by giving the opportunity in the right context a
mobilization of psychological resources is obtained. As a consequence,
participants have explicitly rated themselves as highly motivated to
change their maladaptive behaviors such as poor PA, diet, smoking,
poor adherence to rehabilitation programs and physicians’ suggestions,
social withdrawal, etc.
Turning to measured data, participants scored both their HRQoL
and fatigue as improved after b-HIPEp1. On the SF-36, the main
outcome variable, the changes on several subscale scores were
generally in line with those reported after longer exposures of MS
outpatients to physical or multidisciplinary rehabilitation. In fact,
compared to most previous studies of MDR in MS outpatients using
SF-36 as an outcome measure [51-55] mean and peak differences were
larger in our dataset, except for a Swiss study that reported a higher
peak value for the VY scale.
After correction for general population mean, the Vitality scale was
the most improved, further indicating that the b-HIPE has reached its
main goal of mobilizing psychophysiological resources that are among
the most penalized in pwMS along with those tapped by the Mental
Health scale [56]. Interestingly, it has been shown that the Vitality is
not considered as relevant by the majority of neurologists while it is
one of the most important scales in pwMS’ perspective [57].
Fatigue is one of the symptoms most frequently addressed to by
rehabilitation programs in pwMS. Recent reviews have underlined that
this symptom can be ameliorated by exercise or behavioral
modification programs [58,59], although exercise is more frequently
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proposed for less disabled people than behavioural change
interventions.
We found subjective fatigue ratings were improved on the FSS at t
+1. Because the existence of significant fatigue was not a requisite for
enrolment and because none of the proposed activities addressed
fatigue specifically, this finding might be surprising. However, a
subjective significant fatigue was declared by 11 out of 16 participants
(68%) at t0, which is consistent with published surveys [60].
Furthermore, the comprehensiveness of our approach may have tapped
on some of the diverse mechanisms that are thought to sustain this
symptom in MS [61]. An enhanced physical exercise, a more efficient
sleep, a healthy diet through its anti-inflammatory properties, a stressmanagement course together with an enjoyable social climate, are but a
few factors that may have interacted in reducing fatigue. Future
analyses on an enlarged pwMS sample should help elucidate which
among ancillary variables not considered here can best explain fatigue
amelioration.
Among other secondary outcome variables, the 9HPT and the BBS
showed the greatest improvement. The latter finding is not surprising
since balance was specifically trained with standard daily exercises
complemented with novel ones performed on a rolling motorboat or
on ground in windy conditions. The large effect size on the 9HPT
could be partly due to a practice effect, though its correlation with
fatigue – which we also observed - has been already reported in pwMS
[62] and might also explain our result.

Limits
Findings of this study must be considered as preliminary because of
several limitations intrinsic to pilot studies, such as a small sample size,
the absence of a control group and of blinded assessments as well. A
matched MS control group will be recruited for b-HIPEp2 and analysis
of participants’ responses will be carried out by investigators blinded to
group assignment. Indeed, we are aware that participants’ responses
may have been influenced by the simple fact of being assessed or by the
desire to please or impress the organizers and investigators-so called
Hawthorne effect. The introduction of a control group should limit this
potential bias during b-HIPEp2. Third, we failed to collect several
measures from participants to the first edition of the b-HIPEp1, which
further reduced the sample size for ancillary variables, prevented the
selection of secondary outcome variables perhaps more sensitive to
change and specific to MS, and to sort out which measures contributed
most to the changes in the outcome variable. This limit will be also
addressed to in the future editions of b-HIPE. A potential limit may
have been the use of a generic measure of HRQoL instead of an MSspecific one. The advantage of a generic instrument is that it is widely
used in the literature, allows comparing MS with other degenerative
diseases, and performs as well as more specific instruments to predict
disease progression [63]. Admittedly, the presence of a control group
might have reduced the strength of our results in terms of treatment
effect size, though mean differences in our dataset are greater on most
SF-36 subscales compared to previous studies using the same
instrument. Noteworthy, some studies did not find significant changes
in HRQoL scores when the same rehabilitation programs were offered
to inpatients, presumably because the greater stress of hospitalization
obscured the beneficial effect of the intervention on this measure
[52,64]. Finally, caution must be used in the interpretation of SF-36
ratings as it may be complicated by the phenomenon of response set
shift and the presence of functional items along with health items [65].
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This bias may be limited by the use of HRQoL instruments accounting
for individual differences in appraisal of quality of life [66].

Conclusion and future developments
Participants’ feedbacks and outcome measures confirm that a
substantial recovery of motivation and projectuality can be achieved
along with modifications of disadaptive behaviors by exposing pwMS
to a brief MDR experience, which we called b-HIPE, in a stimulating
leisure environment. Rather than a new rehabilitation modality, this
strategy is intended as a preparatory experience to increase adherence
and efficacy of long-term MDR programs for chronic MS. The creation
of a dedicated chat further demonstrates an enduring interest in active
participation to discussions and initiatives derived from the b-HIPE.
We expect future editions of the b-HIPE not only to confirm these
findings but also to demonstrate that this approach can significantly
enhance the access and adherence of pwMS to long-term “traditional”
rehabilitation programs.
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